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About This Game

Sudoku Quest is the game for truly Sudoku lovers. You’ll be challenged to test your skills in Adventure mode with constantly
increasing board difficulty. Various Sudoku types and sizes are provided to diversify your adventure experience. In case you

want to practice in solving certain Sudoku you can play Custom mode.

Features

Health is limited. From the start you’ll have certain amount of health that cannot be replenished. Make your moves
carefully.

Power-ups can help in your progress but they’ll reduce the reward.

Each Sudoku is generated on the fly and always uniquely solvable, thus you won’t encounter the same board twice.

Leaderboards for Adventure mode as well as for Custom mode will give you the chance to compete against other players
and prove that you’re the true Sudoku master.
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Not worth the money. Poorly made.. This is a decent Sudoku game. You've got to be careful on adventure mode, as your tenth
incorrect guess means you loe and have to restart. If you try to solve the puzzles quickly, this means if you press a few wrong
keys (say there's a cold day and your fingers lock up a bit), that's it.

There's a number of things to help you, if you need the help. Those powerups could have been improved a lot, especially if
mousing over them told you what they actually did!

I notice some comments about stability, but the game has been very stable for me so I believe any issues were resolved.

Overall I recommend this game.. \u0415\u043d\u043e\u0442\u043e\u043c\u0430\u043d\u0438\u044f. Nice game for Sudoku
enthusiasts, but there is no much more besides it, still all around the core sudoku works beautifully; interface, gameplay and the
different modes are very interesting, some i havent played before and found pretty well done. Again is not for everyone, but if
you like Sudoku is definetely a very decent game. Divided on this game really, I'm a fan of sudoku, so played quite abit of
sudoku games. Puzzles here are abit on easy side (got to level 8 sofar, they probably get harder.) Lost most of my lives to
controls, which is were the main annoyances lie. They don't explain much in controls, right click can move you about to see on
the multi-board, gotta be careful on note taking vs entering to not accidently put in wrong number, and sofar I hit two boards
that have multple answers but game takes a life if you don't enter the one it wants. And sofar havn't seen a way to recover life so
that looks to be a major annoyance since losing all lives puts you back at level 1.
Getting use to controls, if it wern't for the multiple anwser but you lose a life if you guess wrong I'd probably drift into the
recomend area but with annoyances for lovers of sudoku .. Won't work off-line have to be on steam or else game crashes
graphics for numbers atrocious supposed to be hand drawn pencil very difficult to see. Sudoku. Enough said.. Holy xxxx I
solved over 300 sudoku puzzles within half a day??? Praise the sun!!!

Srsly this game can be more than this. 7\/10. It's sudoku. Not much more to say other than that to be honest.

Biggest issue is how you select a number. Instead of clicking on a box and a wheel coming up to let you pick which number to
choose you have to push the number at the bottom then move to the squares you wish to place the number in. Doesn't sound to
bad to some people, but when you are in adventure mode and you only get ten mistakes, it really messes you up when you are
going fast.

Also, I'd probably wait for this to go on sale. $3- $4 maybe.. I paid for this?
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bringing soduko back. It would be a great sudoku game, but due to some crashes, I cannot reccommend it.

I was playing on my PC, and suddenly it started to crash on the launch. I moved to my laptop, and it was everything fine until
recently, when the game stopped on the loading screen forever.

Also, the game never worked offline. It would be perfect to play while traveling, since this is a casual game, but you need a
connection or the game crashes.

I tried to contact the support, but the page indicated on the steam doesn't exist. It seems the devs stopped supporting the game.

I liked very much the interface, and the theme, but with those unsolved problems I cannot reccomend this game.
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